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Summary

This paper proposes a class of estimators of population variance more efficient
than the one consitlered by Srivastava and Jhajj [1],
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Introduction and Notation

Srivastava and Jhajj [1] defined a class of estimators of population
variance Cy. For the case of single auxiliary variable, the class consider
ed by Srivastava and Jhajj [1] is

'ft = 4 ^ '')

where u = silS^, v = xjX and A(. , . ) is a parametric function satis
fying some usual regularity conditions. The mean squared error (up to
terms of order, n~^) of th is

MSE(^ft) = n-ia* {^2 iy) - 1}

(/- l)2Q + /S:2{Pa(Jc)-l}- 2(1- \)KM
(^) - 1} C| -
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2. The Class of Estimators

We have proposed a class of estimators as
. . „ ^

U= sS h(u,v) +-^ (2.1)

^here u = s^jS^, v = xfX. Whatever be the sample chosenh(u, v) assum-
the valve in a bounded closed convex sub-set iij of two dimentional
J spacecontaining the point (1,1) s.t. A(1, 1) = 1.

pose a SRSWR of size n is drawn from population of size N. Let
n, so that f.p.c. terms can be ignored throughout. Write

e = (SylSy) — 1, 7) == M— 1, S = V— 1

E (e) = E(yi) = £ (5) = 0

d

E (eS) = «-i {P, (;;) E W = {p, (;c) - 1}

E (82) = n-» d, E{zti) = «-» (/ - 1),

E (65) = n-^ K, E (vi S) = n"'M /

where

^ = "21 (y, x)IX M = Uai x)lX al, I = i/„ {y, x) ol ctJ

1 " _
" V (;c, - XY

Using second order Taylor's series, ^ in terms of e, >] and S about the
point (1, 1) can be written as

/. = <tM1 + (1, 1) 8 + \ (1, 1) rj + e + Aj (i, i) 5 5

+ Aii(l, 1)€Y)] + ^(1 -€ + e» + ...) (2.2)
V

where (I, I) and A2 (1,1) denote the first order partial derivatives of
h(u, v) w.r.t. u and v respectively. Clearly the bias of the proposed
class of estimators is of order rr^. The mean squared error (upto terms
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of order n~^) ii given by

MSB (f.) = oj [{p, - 1} + h\ (1, 1) Cl + h\(1,1){p, (jc) - 1}

+ 2/i, (1. 1) JS: + 2Aa (1, 1) (/- 1) + 2/ii (1. 1) Aa (1,1)

+^ [1 +3n-^ {P. (>>) - 1}] - 2«n-i {P, (y) - 1} (2.3)

Mean iquared error is minimised for ' '

• K{^,(x)-\}-(l-l)M

' {PaU)-l}C2-M2

t /I n CiO - I) - km
(feW-Dcl-lgi

1 + 3n-» {Pa (y) - 1}

Hence, the resulting (minimum) mean squared error (up to terms of
order ir^) is given by

Obviously, the proposed class of estimators is more eflBcient than the
class of estimators considered by Srivastava and Jhajj [1].
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